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 Frontier French IslandFrontier French Island is the most s the most 
comprehensive history of  French Island, Victoria, comprehensive history of  French Island, Victoria, 
Australia, written to date. Australia, written to date. It is the culmination of  ten It is the culmination of  ten 
years research and writing years research and writing andand is accompanied by  is accompanied by 
almost almost 200 photographs and drawings, most 200 photographs and drawings, most never never 
before publishedbefore published. .  
 Ruth  Ruth GoochGooch tells the story of  this Western  tells the story of  this Western 
Port island derived from meticulous examination Port island derived from meticulous examination 
of  the offi cial records retrieved from local and of  the offi cial records retrieved from local and 
international sources, and her extensive interviews international sources, and her extensive interviews 
with former islanders and their descendants. She with former islanders and their descendants. She 
presents a rich and colourful insight into the life of  presents a rich and colourful insight into the life of  
anan isolated community.  isolated community. 

 Ruth Gooch hRuth Gooch has ‘... ... skilfully located many of  skilfully located many of  
those isolated references which are often only found by those isolated references which are often only found by 
happenstance or serendipity. The stories which are told happenstance or serendipity. The stories which are told 
in the actual words of  the participants and infoin the actual words of  the participants and informants rmants 
means that we are brought into the immediate presence means that we are brought into the immediate presence 
of  those of  those who lived on or visited French Island.who lived on or visited French Island.’ ’     
(Niel Gu(Niel Gunson, Foreword)nson, Foreword)
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